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Design of an OFDM Cooperative Space-Time
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a wireless system that
realizes theoretical benefits of space-time cooperation. Specifically,
we design a space-time cooperative system based on orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), which we refer to as a
cooperative (CO)-OFDM system. Our design includes a two-phase
space-time cooperation protocol, as well as a transmitter and
receiver architecture that facilitates cooperation. Furthermore, we
devise a frame structure, on which we build practical timing and
frequency synchronization algorithms and a channel estimation
algorithm. In particular, the proposed frequency synchronization
algorithm utilizes the underlying structure of the cooperation protocol, and the proposed channel estimation algorithm is based on
a pairwise orthogonal construction of two sequences. We validate
the performance of the proposed synchronization and channel
estimation algorithms through simulations. We then present simulation results that demonstrate the overall performance advantage
of the CO-OFDM system over an OFDM system without cooperation, not only under idealistic assumptions but also under realistic
situations where the proposed algorithms are employed.
Index Terms—Channel estimation, cooperative diversity,
frequency offset, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), synchronization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

PACE-TIME coding realizes spatial diversity by transmitting signals through multiple transmit antennas [1], [2].
However, the need for multiple transmit antennas is a prohibiting factor in deploying such technique in certain wireless
devices, such as portable terminals and wireless sensors, due to
size, cost, and computational power limitations. In this case, a
promising approach for achieving spatial diversity without multiple antennas is space-time cooperation, which is also known
as cooperative diversity [3]–[9]. The fundamental principle is to
effectively establish multiple antennas in a distributed manner
by allowing neighboring nodes to share their radio resources.
Space-time cooperation can be applied to a broad range of
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applications, such as broadcast networks, sensor networks, and
relay networks. In particular, in a relay network, traditional
relays simply forward signals after amplifying or decoding [10],
[11]. In the context of space-time cooperation, however, relays
are allowed to cooperate with one another and the original
source to form more reliable transmit signals.
A variety of cooperative diversity protocols have been studied and analyzed to demonstrate the potential benefits of spacetime cooperation [3]–[9]. These works have shown that much
of the diversity gain of the original space-time coding can
be achieved through well-designed protocols. However, most
of these works have assumed perfect timing and frequency
synchronization. As discussed in [12] and [13], handling of
timing and frequency offsets is one of the most critical and
challenging issues in implementing a space-time cooperative
system. Timing offsets are primarily caused by the geometrically separated nature of the transmit nodes, which leads to
different propagation delays for different wireless links. On the
other hand, frequency offsets result when different nodes are
driven by oscillators with nonidentical characteristics.
Space-time cooperation should be implemented on top of
a transmission technology, such as direct-sequence spreadspectrum (SS) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM). In particular, OFDM is one of the most promising
technologies for current and future wireless communications.
Various forms of OFDM have been adopted in wireless standards, for example, digital audio/video broadcasting [14], IEEE
802.11a [15], and IEEE 802.16 [16]. In OFDM transmission,
the total bandwidth is divided into a number of subcarriers,
over which multiple data symbols are transmitted in parallel.
Therefore, the symbol duration of an OFDM signal increases
with the number of subcarriers. From the viewpoint of spacetime cooperation, the longer symbol duration along with the
use of cyclic prefix makes the system robust to timing errors.
However, at the same time, longer symbol duration causes
OFDM signals to become more sensitive to frequency offsets.
Moreover, frequency synchronization techniques developed for
conventional OFDM systems, such as the schemes in [17]–[19],
may not be applicable to cooperative systems. Therefore, development of a frequency synchronization algorithm is essential
when designing OFDM-based cooperative systems. On the
other hand, it is noteworthy that the use of cooperation for
OFDM systems will be particularly useful in channels with
scarce frequency selectivity, which are encountered in many
indoor environments.
In this paper, we design a space-time cooperative system
based on OFDM, which we refer to as a cooperative (CO)OFDM system. Our design includes most of the physical layer
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the CO-OFDM transmitter and receiver (dotted blocks are used only in the cooperation phase).

components, including the transmitter and receiver architecture,
the frame structure, and the space-time cooperation protocol.
The cooperation protocol is based on a two-phase transmission
of each frame, as considered in [8] and [9]. Based on the
frame structure, we develop practical timing and frequency
synchronization algorithms, and a channel estimation algorithm
for CO-OFDM systems. In particular, the proposed frequency
synchronization algorithm makes use of the underlying twophase cooperation protocol, and the proposed channel estimation algorithm is based on a pairwise orthogonal construction
of two sequences. The performance of the CO-OFDM system
is extensively evaluated through simulations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
proposed CO-OFDM system. We develop timing and frequency
synchronization algorithms in Section III and a channel estimation algorithm in Section IV. In Section V, we provide
simulation results that demonstrate the performance benefits
of the CO-OFDM system. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section VI.
II. CO-OFDM S YSTEM
We consider a communication scenario where only one relay
node helps the source node deliver information data to the
destination node. Each node is assumed to transmit or receive
signals with only one antenna at the same frequency.
A. Transmitter and Receiver
Fig. 1 illustrates a block diagram of the CO-OFDM transmitter and receiver. The structure of the transmitter is similar to that
of the IEEE 802.11a standard [15]. Data bits are first scrambled
by a side-stream scrambler with four different seed values as
in [15], and they are encoded using a nonrecursive convolutional encoder. Encoded bits are interleaved by an nrow × ncol
block interleaver and then modulated into transmit symbols
by a given modulation scheme. When transmitting cooperation

subframes, which will be explained in Section II-B, transmit
symbols are encoded according to a space-time cooperation
protocol. A series of Nd symbols are loaded on OFDM data
subcarriers, and Np pilot symbols and Ng guard or null symbols
are loaded on corresponding subcarriers. Thus, the total number
of subcarriers is N = Nd + Np + Ng , among which Nu =
Nd + Np subcarriers are dedicated to data or pilots. An inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of the N symbols results in N
samples of time domain signals. A cyclic prefix of Lcp samples
is appended in front of the N time domain samples to form a
complete OFDM symbol. To implement transmit windowing,
additional cyclic prefix and postfix samples are then attached
[14]. Each OFDM symbol is multiplied by a window function,
and a few boundary samples of the OFDM symbol are overlapped and added with those of adjacent OFDM symbols. The
windowed samples are finally converted from digital to analog
with the sample duration ts = 1/W before going through the
RF chain, where W is the total transmission bandwidth. For
simplicity of signal descriptions, we ignore transmit windowing
in this paper, since it does not affect the error performance when
the timing error and delay spread are less than the length of
cyclic prefix. Correspondingly, each OFDM symbol consists of
Lsym = N + Lcp samples. The receiver first establishes timing
and frequency synchronization and then estimates channel responses using the received preamble signals. Then, each OFDM
symbol is demodulated according to the inverse procedure of
the transmitter. In particular, the soft-decision Viterbi algorithm [20] is employed to decode the convolutionally encoded
data bits.
B. Frame Structure
In order to realize space-time cooperation, each frame of
the CO-OFDM system is divided into two subframes, as illustrated in Fig. 2. We refer to these two subframes as the listening subframe and the cooperation subframe. Each subframe
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Frame structure of the CO-OFDM system.

comprises of the same signal components: preamble, header,
header check sequence (HCS), data payload, frame check sequence (FCS), tail bits, and pad bits. Specifically, the preamble
is split into two parts, as depicted in Fig. 2. Note that the two
subframes can have different length. Synchronization signals
are composed of Nsync − 1 periods of a synchronization sequence {sv [n] : 0 ≤ n < Lsync } and one period of {−sv [n]},
where the subscript v stands for a transmit node that uses the
sequence, i.e., v = S and v = R correspond to the source and
relay, respectively. The sequences {sS [n]} and {sR [n]} are
desired to have both good autocorrelation and cross correlation
properties for easy synchronization. Channel estimation signals are constructed by repeating a sequence {cv [n] : 0 ≤ n <
N } Nce times and attaching a cyclic prefix of Nce Lcp samples,
as in [15]. The sequence {cv [n]} is obtained by an IFFT of
the channel estimation sequence {Cv [k] : 1 ≤ |k| ≤ Nu /2}.
Note that the destination needs to estimate channel responses
of two distinct links when receiving cooperation subframes.
To make these estimations feasible, we enforce {CS [k]} and
{CR [k]} to be orthogonal over every pair of adjacent subcarriers. To be specific, elements in each partition comprised of
two successive elements of {CS [k]} have the same magnitude:
|CS [k]| = |CS [k + 1]| for odd k, and {CR [k]} is formed by
flipping the sign of {CS [k]} only at even subcarrier indexes:
CR [k] = −CS [k], if k is even, and CR [k] = CS [k], otherwise.
If Golay sequences are to be employed as channel estimation
sequence due to their favorable peak to mean envelope power

ratio, then it is noteworthy that if {CS [k]} is a Golay sequence,
then so is {CR [k]} [21]. The header contains information on
the following frame payload, such as transmission rate, payload
length, and scrambler seed. HCS and FCS are generated using
the 16-bit CRC-CCITT [22]. The tail bits are zero bits that are
needed to return the convolutional encoder into zero state [20].
The pad bits are also zero bits that are inserted to align the data
stream on OFDM symbol boundaries. The data bits from the
header to the end of a subframe form Nsym OFDM symbols, of
which the first two symbols are attributed to the header part.
C. Signal and Channel Models
We first establish some notation. Let the subscript v =
S, R, D stand for the source, relay, and destination nodes,
respectively, and let subscripts  = SD, SR, RD stand for the
SD link, SR link, and RD link, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Let IId ,
IIp , IIg ⊂ {−N/2, −N/2 + 1, . . . , N/2 − 1} denote the sets
of subcarrier indexes corresponding to data subcarriers, pilot
subcarriers, and guard or null subcarriers, respectively, and let
IIu = IId ∪ IIp . The cardinalities of these index sets are |IId | =
Nd , |IIp | = Np , |IIg | = Ng , and |IIu | = Nu . For notational convenience, we assume that neither the FFT nor IFFT operation
changes the signal power and that the preamble sequences and
the data symbols are normalized to have unit power. We use
small letters to represent time domain signals, and capital letters
to represent frequency domain signals.
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Fig. 3. Link establishments in each phase of the space-time cooperation protocol.

According to the frame structure in Section II-B, for node
v = S or R, the lowpass equivalent of the transmit signal uv (t)
for each subframe can be expressed as

uv (t) =

sync −1)−1
 Lsync (N
sv [n]p(t − nts )
Pv

n=0

−



Lsync −1

Pv



sv [n]

n=0

From (1) and (2), the lowpass equivalent of the received
signal r (t) from the node v through the link  can be
expressed as

× p (t − (n + Lsync (Nsync − 1)) ts )
+



Lsym Nce −1

Pv



cv [(n − Lcp Nce ) mod N ]

n=0

r (t) = ej2π∆f t+jψ

× p (t − (n + Lsync Nsync )ts )
+







m=0

n=0

xv,m [(n − Lcp ) mod N ]

× p (t − (n + mLsym + Lp )ts )

Q
 −1


h [q]uv (t − qts ) + w(t)

(4)

q=0

Nsym −1 Lsym −1

Pv

SR link and RD link relative to the primary SD link are
defined as


QSR −1
2
E
|h
[q]|
SR
q=0
∆

GSR = 
QSD −1
2
E
|h
[q]|
SD
q=0


QRD −1
2
E
|h
[q]|
RD
q=0
∆
.
GRD = 
(3)
QSD −1
E
|hSD [q]|2
q=0

(1)

where ∆f denotes the frequency offset between two nodes involved in link , ψ denotes the initial phase difference between
the two nodes, and w(t) denotes a white Gaussian noise process
with zero mean and autocorrelation function E[w∗ (t)w(t +
τ )] = σ 2 δ(τ ). When r (t) is sampled at t = nts , the received
sample r [n] can be expressed as

∆

where Pv denotes the transmit power of the node v, Lp =
Lsync Nsync + Lsym Nce denotes the preamble length in samples, and p(t) is a rectangular pulse with duration ts : p(t) = 1 if
0 ≤ t < ts , and 0 otherwise. The Lsym samples constituting the
mth OFDM symbol {xv,m [n] : 0 ≤ n < Lsym } are generated
by an IFFT of the frequency domain symbols {Xv,m [k] : k ∈
IIu ∪ IIg } and cyclic extension of Lcp samples.
The channel of each wireless link is assumed to be constant
for the duration of each frame and allowed to vary between
frames. The channel impulse response of each link is modeled
as a tapped delay line with tap spacing equal to the sample
duration ts :

h (τ ) =

Q
 −1


h [q]δ(τ − qts ),

 = SD, SR, RD

(2)

q=0

where Q denotes the number of resolvable paths for the link ,
and δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function. The channel gain
h [q] of each path is assumed to follow an independent complex
Gaussian distribution with zero mean. Geometric gains of the

∆

r [n] = r (nts )
j

=e

2πε n
+jψ
N

Q
 −1


h [q]uv [n − q] + w[n]

(5)

q=0

where ε denotes the normalized frequency offset defined as
∆
ε = ∆f N ts .
D. Space-Time Cooperation Protocol
In the CO-OFDM system, transmission of each frame involves two subsequent transmit phases: the listening phase and
the cooperation phase, which are associated with the listening
subframe and the cooperation subframe, respectively. Fig. 3
illustrates how wireless links are established during each phase.
In the listening phase, the source broadcasts a listening subframe to the relay and destination without space-time coding.
If the destination succeeds in decoding the listening subframe,
the following cooperation phase is ignored at the destination.
Otherwise, the destination attempts to decode the succeeding
cooperation subframe. Note that the relay and destination can
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realize whether decoding of each subframe is successful or not
by computing the checksum of the FCS.
In the cooperation phase, the source constructs and transmits
a cooperation subframe, which corresponds to one half portion
of the space-time-coded version of the listening subframe. The
behavior of the relay depends on whether it has succeeded
or not in decoding the preceding listening subframe. If the
relay has succeeded in decoding, the relay also constructs
and transmits a cooperation subframe, which corresponds to
another half portion of the space-time-coded signal. Then, the
destination may receive the complete space-time-coded signal
from the source and relay and, thus, can decode the cooperation
subframe more reliably than the listening subframe. Otherwise,
if the relay has failed to decode the listening subframe, it
is silent in the cooperation phase. Even in this situation, the
destination may be able to decode the cooperation subframe
from only the half portion of the space-time-coded signal from
the source, if the space-time code is designed to deal with this
case. We allow the listening and cooperation subframes to be
transmitted at different transmission rates, which means that
the length of the two subframes can be different. When the
transmission rates of the listening and cooperation subframes
are α1 and α2 , respectively, the overall transmission rate α is
computed as α = α1 α2 /(α1 + α2 ). As a way of performance
enhancement, in the cooperation phase, we combine the cooperation subframe and the preceding listening subframe at the
destination. This combining is incorporated into the Viterbi
decoder, by weighting each bit with the combined channel
gain when computing path metrics. Note that the combining is
possible even when the two phases are transmitted at different
rates derived from code puncturing.
We adopt the Alamouti code to construct space-time-coded
signals in the cooperation phase, since it provides full rate
and full diversity with a simple decoding architecture [2].
Accordingly, each pair of OFDM symbols in a frame form a
space-time coding block. Specifically, a block of space-time
encoded transmit symbols for the data subcarrier k ∈ IId in the
mth and (m + 1)th OFDM symbols can be expressed in matrix
form as

 

∗
XS,m [k] XS,m+1 [k]
Dm [k]
−Dm+1
[k]
=
(6)
∗
Dm
[k]
XR,m [k] XR,m+1 [k]
Dm+1 [k]

with zero mean and variance of σ 2 . Note that the channel
response H ,m [k] reflects the transmit power Pv , the initial
phase difference ψ , the effect of residual timing error ν̄ , and
that of residual frequency offset ε̄ after synchronization, as
well as the wireless channel in (2): H ,m [k] is expressed as

where Xv,m [k] denotes the space-time encoded symbol transmitted from node v over the data subcarrier k in the mth OFDM
symbol, and Dm [k] denotes the corresponding transmit symbol
prior to space-time encoding. When both the source and relay
transmit the cooperation subframe, the received symbols Rm [k]
and Rm+1 [k] at the destination can be arranged as

 


Rm [k]
HSD,m [k]
Dm [k]
HRD,m [k]
=
∗
∗
∗
[k]
[k] −HSD,m+1
[k] Dm+1 [k]
Rm+1
HRD,m+1


Wm [k]
+
(7)
∗
[k]
Wm+1

where Λ̂m [k] = |ĤSD,m [k]|2 + |ĤRD,m [k]|2 . In the special
case when the relay transmits nothing in the cooperation phase,
the signal components associated with the relay will not appear
in the received symbol vector in (7). In this case, the channel
estimates ĤRD,m [k] at the destination may be very small,
ideally becoming zero. Thus, even though the destination does
not realize that the relay is silent, the decoding rule in (9)
still works. It should be noted that the Alamouti code can
alternatively be implemented in the form of a space-frequency
coding instead of a space-time coding, if the channel variation
is negligible over two adjacent subcarriers.
One implementation issue to be pointed out is the decoding
latency problem. In practice, there may exist nonnegligible
latency in decoding listening subframes at the relay. This means
that the relay cannot transmit the cooperation subframe right

where H ,m [k] denotes the frequency domain channel response
of the link  for the subcarrier k during the mth OFDM symbol,
and Wm [k] is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)

√ N
−1
Pv 
H ,m [k] = √
h [(n − ν̄ ) mod N ]
N n=0
× ej

2π ε̄
N

(n−ν̄ +mLsym +Lp )+jψ −j 2πkn
N

e
√ N
−1
2π ε̄
Pv 
= ej N (mLsym +Lp )+jψ √
N n=0
× h [(n − ν̄ ) mod N ] ej
≈ ej
×
= ej

2π ε̄
N

2π ε̄ (n−ν̄ )
N

(mLsym +Lp +(N −1)/2)−j

2πkν̄
N

e−j

2πkn
N

+jψ

√

Q −1
2πkn
Pv sin(π ε̄ ) 1 
√
h [n]e−j N
N sin(π ε̄ /N ) N n=0
2π ε̄
N

(m+1)Lsym

H [k]

∆ j 2πε̄ (Lp −Lsym +(N −1)/2)−j 2πkν̄ +jψ
N
N

H [k] = e

√

Q −1
2πkn
Pv sin(π ε̄ ) 1 
√
×
h [n]e−j N
N sin(π ε̄ /N ) N n=0

(8)

where H [k] denotes the channel response in the last period of
the channel estimation sequence, h [n] = 0 for n ≥ Q , and
the approximation holds when ε̄ is sufficiently small such
that ej2πε̄ ≈ 1. For decoding of the space-time-coded symbols, the destination assumes H ,m+1 [k] = H ,m [k], which is
reasonable if ej2πε̄ Lsym /N ≈ 1. If channel estimates Ĥ ,m [k],
 = SD, RD are available, the destination can obtain soft decisions on Dm [k] and Dm+1 [k] using the maximum likelihood
decoding rule as [2]


 ∗

ĤSD,m [k] ĤRD,m [k]
1
D̂m [k]
=
∗
D̂m+1 [k]
[k] −ĤSD,m [k]
Λ̂m [k] ĤRD,m


Rm [k]
×
. (9)
∗
[k]
Rm+1
∆
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after receiving the listening subframe. Therefore, if the source
transmits the listening and cooperation subframes successively,
the transmit signals from the source and relay may not be
synchronized. We solve this problem by forcing the source to
intentionally delay transmissions of the cooperation subframe,
so that the source and relay can synchronize their transmissions.
By reordering and interlacing the listening and cooperation
subframes, we can minimize the waste of bandwidth due to
this delayed transmission. In addition, we may need to insert
a short period of silence between consecutive listening and
cooperation subframes, when the relay cannot transmit and
receive at the same time due to the half-duplex constraint [7],
[8]. The duration of each period should be greater than the
propagation delay between the source and relay. The details of
the decoding latency and propagation delay issues can be found
in [23].
III. T IMING AND F REQUENCY S YNCHRONIZATION
Timing and frequency synchronization should be established
prior to channel estimation and data demodulation. We propose
algorithms that utilize the repetitive structure of the synchronization signals in the preamble described in Section II-B. In
the listening phase, we consider only the SD link, since the
same algorithm is applied to the SR link. From (5), the received
signal samples at the destination in each phase are given as
 2πεSD n
 SD −1

ej N +jψSD Q
hSD [q]uS [n − q] + w[n],

q=0



listening
phase
 2πε n
 SD −1
SD
r[n] = ej N +jψSD Q
hSD [q]uS [n − q]
q=0

2πεRD n
QRD −1


j
+jψRD

N
hRD [q]uR [n − q − ζ]

q=0
+ e
+ w[n],
cooperation phase
(10)
where ζ denotes the timing offset between the received signals
from the source and relay. We assume that the source and relay
are roughly synchronized by an external clock so that the timing
offset at the destination is not greater than the length of the
cyclic prefix, i.e., |ζ| ≤ Lcp .
A. Timing Synchronization
The proposed timing synchronization algorithm is divided
into three sequential stages: coarse timing synchronization, fine
timing synchronization, and frame synchronization, each of
which is described as follows.
Coarse timing synchronization is responsible for making the
receiver realize that there exist significant incoming signals. For
this purpose, we measure the moving average of the received
signal power as
φct [µ] =

L
m −1

|r[µ − n]|2

(11)

n=0

where Lm denotes the moving average window size in samples.
Note that computations for the moving averages in (11) can be
simplified using a recursive implementation as
φct [µ] = φct [µ − 1] − |r[µ − Lm ]|2 + |r[µ]|2 .

(12)

The power estimate φct [µ] is compared with a threshold Γ
every sampling interval until φct [µ ] > Γ, at which point, a
coarse timing is declared as µ̂ct = µ . The threshold Γ is
set according to the constant-false-alarm-rate criterion. In the
absence of signal, since φct [µ] is the sum of squares of Lm
AWGN samples, it follows the central chi-square distribution
with variance parameter σ 2 /2 and 2Lm degrees of freedom
[20]. Using the cumulative distribution function of the central
chi-square distribution, we can determine the threshold Γ as
Γ=

σ̂ 2
Q−1
Lm (0, Pf )
2

2

(13)

where σ̂ 2 denotes an estimate of the noise power at the destination, Pf denotes the target probability of false alarm, and
Q−1
Lm (0, Pf ) represents the inverse of the Marcum Q-function
QLm (0, ·) [20]. It should be noted that the coarse timing
synchronization stage needs to be executed only in the initial
link setup. Once a link is initialized, we can skip this stage and
go to the following fine timing synchronization stage.
Fine timing synchronization detects one of the boundaries
of the repeated synchronization sequence. We use a squared
cross correlation between the received samples r[n] and local
synchronization sequence sv [n], as in the code acquisition of
SS signals [24]. A filter matched to a synchronization sequence
sv [n] can produce cross correlations for Lsync candidates of
fine timing from the received samples r[n], µ̂ct + 1 ≤ n <
µ̂ct + 2Lsync , where the front Lsync − 1 samples are used to fill
the memory elements of the filter. The resulting squared cross
correlations in the listening phase can be written as
2


Lsync
−1

  ∗

sS [Lsync − 1 − n]r[µ − n]
θ[µ] = 

 n=0
µ̂ct + Lsync ≤ µ < µ̂ct + 2Lsync . (14)
In the cooperation phase, we combine the squared cross correlations for the sequences sS [n] and sR [n]. The combined squared
cross correlations are given as

2
Lsync −1

  ∗


θ[µ] = 
sS [Lsync − 1 − n]r[µ − n]
 n=0


2
Lsync −1

  ∗


+
sR [Lsync − 1 − n]r[µ − n]
 n=0

µ̂ct + Lsync ≤ µ < µ̂ct + 2Lsync .

(15)

When there are multiple significant paths in the channel, or
when the timing offset ζ in (10) is nonzero in the cooperation
phase, the squared cross correlations in (14) and (15) exhibit
multiple peaks. In this case, decisions based on (14) and (15)
may yield a timing that causes a great loss of signal energy.
It is desirable to determine a fine timing that maximizes the
total signal energy captured in the FFT window for channel
estimation and data demodulation. To this end, we propose to
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combine adjacent K squared cross correlation values in (14)
and (15) as
φft [µ] =

K−1


θ [µ̂ct + Lsync + ((µ − µ̂ct + j) mod Lsync )]

j=0

Based on (16), the fine timing µ̂ft is determined as
µ̂ft =

argmax

µ̂ct +Lsync ≤µ<µ̂ct +2Lsync

φft [µ].

(17)

Frame synchronization is the final stage of timing synchronization that determines the frame boundary or the starting
point of the channel estimation signals. We utilize the fact that
the last period of the synchronization sequence is the negative
of the previous periods, as explained in Section II-B. Starting
from the position of the fine timing estimate, we compute
autocorrelations γ[n] between each of two consecutive periods
of the received samples as
Lsync −1



tion is correct, for the received signals from the link , it can be
shown that

2
Lsync −1 Q −1

 

j2π∆f Lsync ts
×
h [q]uv [j + µ̂ft − q]
γ[n] = e



j=0

µ̂ct + Lsync ≤ µ < µ̂ct + 2Lsync . (16)

γ[n] =

2209

r∗ [j + µ̂ft + nLsync ]

j=0

× r[j + µ̂ft + (n + 1)Lsync ] ,

n ≥ 0.

(18)

We note that when the autocorrelation is taken between the last
two periods of the synchronization sequence, the phase of γ[n]
may ideally change by π due to different signs of the signals
during the two periods. The destination can detect the point of
this phase change by examining
φfr [n] = Re {γ ∗ [n]γ[n + 1]} ,

n≥0

(19)

where Re(·) denotes the real component of a complex number.
If φf r [n ] < 0 for a certain n ≥ 0, an estimate µ̂f r of frame
timing is found as
µ̂f r = µ̂ft + (n + 3)Lsync

(20)

which completes the timing synchronization. The resulting
residual timing errors for the SD link and RD link are
given as

+ η[n],

(21)

B. Frequency Offset Estimation and Correction
We utilize the two-phase structure of the cooperation protocol in Section II-D to estimate and correct the frequency offsets.
We first derive an estimation algorithm that works between
transmitter/receiver pair. Then, we discuss how this estimation
algorithm can be applied to synchronize carrier frequencies of
the three nodes.
The estimation algorithm reuses the autocorrelation in (18)
similarly to the scheme in [19]. If the fine timing synchroniza-

0 ≤ n ≤ n

(22)

where η[n] is the noise component. If the frequency offset for
the link  satisfies |∆f | ≤ 1/(2Lsync ts ), which is necessary to
avoid 2πn phase ambiguities, the frequency offset ∆f can be
estimated as
n −1


1
ˆ
∆f =

γ[n]
(23)
2πLsync ts
n=0
where {·} represents the phase of a complex number. In (23),
we do not use γ[n ] to protect the estimate ∆fˆ from being
affected by the last period of synchronization sequence due to
possible timing error.
The above estimation algorithm is used in conjunction with
the cooperation protocol to correct the frequency offsets among
the three nodes. Basically, we regard the oscillator frequency fS
of the source as the reference and make the relay and destination
estimate and adjust their frequencies fR and fD as close to fS
as possible. First, in the listening phase, the relay estimates the
frequency offset between the source and relay, ∆fSR = fS −
fR , and the destination estimates that between the source and
destination ∆fSD = fS − fD , respectively, using the above
algorithm. Using the estimates ∆fˆSR and ∆fˆSD , the relay and
destination, respectively, adjust their carrier frequencies as
fR = fR + ∆fˆSR

fD
= fD + ∆fˆSD .

(24)

This procedure may make the frequencies of the three nodes
synchronized to some extent. To further reduce the residual
offsets, we can also use the cooperation phase. However, in the
cooperation phase, the destination cannot distinguish between
the signal from the source and that from the relay. Nevertheless,

between the
the destination can estimate the offset ∆fSR,D

frequency of destination fD and that of the composite signals it
sees and adjust its frequency as



= fD
+ ∆fˆSR,D
.
fD

ν̄SD = Nsync Lsync − µ̂f r
ν̄RD = Nsync Lsync + ζ − µ̂f r .

q=0

(25)

After correction, the residual normalized frequency offset for
each link is given as

)N ts
ε̄SD = (fS − fD

ε̄SR = (fS − fR )N ts

ε̄RD = (fR − fD
)N ts .

(26)

It should be noted that in the listening phase, the estimate ∆fˆSR
may be more accurate than ∆fˆSD , if the relay is closer to the
source than the destination is, which is usually the case. This
is simply because the relay will receive stronger signal from
the source than the destination when the relay is closer to the
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source. Hence, the error between fS and fR is expected to be

after the listening
smaller than the error between fS and fD
phase, and thus, the second correction step in (25) is expected to
improve the performance. A remarkable merit of the proposed
correction scheme is that it does not need any feedback signal,
since receiving nodes attempt to lock their frequencies to that
of the transmit node.

each pair of adjacent subcarriers. Specifically, we suppress the


[k] and HRD,−m
[k] over
interference by averaging HSD,−m
each pair of adjacent subcarriers, assuming that the channel
variation is minimal over each pair of subcarriers. The averaged
channel responses are given as
H ,m [κ] = H ,m [κ − 0.5] + H ,m [κ + 0.5] /2
κ ∈ IIu ,  = SD, RD

IV. C HANNEL E STIMATION
In this section, we propose a channel estimation algorithm
for CO-OFDM systems. We present our algorithm only for the
cooperation phase, since the algorithm can easily be simplified
to an algorithm for the listening phase. The initial estimation
is based on the channel estimation signals in the preamble,
whereas the phase tracking is based on the pilot subcarriers
inserted in each OFDM symbol.

where IIu = {−Nu /2 + 0.5, . . . , −1.5, 1.5, . . . , Nu /2 − 0.5}
is a set of indexes and each index is the mean of each pair
of adjacent indexes in IIu . Note that these estimates reflect
phase rotations due to residual frequency offset after frequency
correction. We regard the last period of the channel estimation
sequence as the time reference of the initial channel estimation
and align the phases of channel responses in (29) to those of the
last period as

A. Initial Channel Estimation
The initial channel estimation algorithm uses the Nce repetitions of the channel estimation sequence {Cv [k]} and works in
the frequency domain after applying an FFT to the received signals. In the cooperation phase, the received channel estimation
signals at the destination can be expressed as
Rm [k] = HSD,−m [k]CS [k] + HRD,−m [k]CR [k] + Wm [k]
0 ≤ m < Nce ,

k ∈ IIu

(27)

where H ,−m [k] represents the frequency domain channel response for the subcarrier k and link  in the (Nce − m)th period
of the channel estimation sequence and can be expressed as (8).
The destination needs to estimate two sets of distinct channels,
HSD,m [k] and HRD,m [k]. For each period of signals, we first
multiply a normalized conjugate of each channel estimation
sequence to get rough channel estimates as

[k] =
HSD,−m

Rm [k]CS∗ [k]
|CS [k]|2

= HSD,−m [k] +
+

HRD,−m
[k]

HRD,−m [k]CR [k]CS∗ [k]
|CS [k]|2

+

=H



j



∗

κ∈IIu

,−m [κ]e



H,−m
[κ]H,0
[κ]



0 ≤ m < Nce .

(30)

Then, we average the estimates in (30) over Nce periods to get
H̃ [κ] =

Nce
1 
H [κ],
Nce m=0 ,−m

κ ∈ IIu ,

 = SD, RD.
(31)

Note that (31) provides only partial channel responses every
two subcarriers due to the averaging step in (29). To obtain
full channel responses for all data and pilot subcarriers, we
interpolate the partial responses as




H̃ [k] : k ∈ IIu = I {H̃ [κ] : κ ∈ IIu } ,
 = SD, RD
(32)


∆
ĥ = ĥ [0]

∗
[k]
Rm [k]CR
=
|CR [k]|2

ĥ [1]

···

= (FH F)−1 FH H̃ ,

∗
[k]
HSD,−m [k]CS [k]CR
|CR [k]|2

∗
[k]
Wm [k]CR
.
|CR [k]|2

H,−m [κ]

where I(·) denotes an interpolation function.
The estimates in (32) may be noisy particularly if Nce is
small. To suppress noise and residual interference, we apply
∆
a lowpass filter to the estimates in (32), as in [25]. Let H̃ =
[H̃ [−Nu /2] · · · H̃ [Nu /2]]T . Then, filtered time domain channel responses ĥ can be obtained as

Wm [k]CS∗ [k]
|CS [k]|2

= HRD,−m [k] +

(29)

(28)

From the second terms on the right-hand side of (28), we
can see that the estimates suffer from interference from each
other. In order to suppress the interference, we exploit the proposed structure of sequences {CS [k]} and {CR [k]} described
in Section II-B: {CS [k]} and {CR [k]} are orthogonal over

T
ĥ [M − 1]
 = SD, SR, RD

(33)

where M is a parameter that represents an expected length
of ĥ , and the elements of a partial discrete Fourier transform matrix F are given as [F]k, = ejπ( −1)(Nu −2k+2)/N
and [F]k+Nu /2, = ejπ( −1)(−2k)/N for 1 ≤ k ≤ Nu /2, 1 ≤
 ≤ M . From (33), initial channel estimates are computed as

∆
Ĥ = Ĥ [−Nu /2]
= Fĥ ,

···

T
Ĥ [Nu /2]

 = SD, SR, RD.

(34)
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TABLE I
MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE CO-OFDM SYSTEM

B. Phase Tracking
Although we assume that the channel does not vary during
each frame, phase rotation due to residual frequency offset
should be tracked and reflected in the channel estimates every
symbol or space-time coding block. This is because the phase
rotation accumulates over time as shown in (8), although it may
be negligible during each OFDM symbol. We use the received
signals from pilot subcarriers to track this phase rotation. In the
cooperation phase, the phase rotation can be estimated every
space-time coding block or every two OFDM symbols once
we neglect conjugate operations when constructing space-time
coding blocks for pilot subcarriers as in (6).
Assuming that the phase rotations are negligible over two
OFDM symbols, the received signals for the pilot subcarriers
during the mth and (m + 1)th OFDM symbols can be expressed as
Rm [k] = HSD [k]ejϕSD,m +HRD [k]ejϕRD,m P [k]

(35)

Rm+1 [k] = −HSD [k]ejϕSD,m+1 +HRD [k]ejϕRD,m+1 P [k]
≈ −HSD [k]ejϕSD,m +HRD [k]ejϕRD,m P [k]

(36)

where ϕ ,m = (2π ε̄ /N )(m + 1)Lsym denotes the amount of
phase rotation of the channel in the mth OFDM symbol from
the point of initial channel estimation, due to the residual
frequency offset ε̄ , and P [k] is the pilot symbol for the pilot
subcarrier k. The subtraction and addition of (35) and (36)
result in
Rm [k] − Rm+1 [k] ≈ 2HSD [k]ejϕSD,m P [k]

(37)

Rm [k] + Rm+1 [k] ≈ 2HRD [k]e

(38)

jϕRD,m

P [k].

Therefore, the phase rotations can be estimated as




∗
(Rm [k] − Rm+1 [k]) ĤSD
[k]P ∗ [k]
ϕ̂SD,m = 


k∈IIp

ϕ̂RD,m = 





k∈IIp

(39)


∗
(Rm [k] + Rm+1 [k]) ĤRD
[k]P ∗ [k] .

(40)

From (34), (39), and (40), we compute channel estimates for
the mth and (m + 1)th OFDM symbols as
Ĥ

,m [k] = Ĥ ,m+1 [k] = Ĥ

[k]ej ϕ̂,m ,

 = SD, RD.

(41)

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the COOFDM system by simulations. The main parameters of the
CO-OFDM system used in simulations are summarized in
Table I. Fig. 4 depicts how 48 data subcarriers, four pilot
subcarriers, and 12 guard or null subcarriers are allocated

to the frequency subchannels. For multipath fading models, we use the two channel models in [26], referred to as
channel A and channel B.
normalized multipath intensity
The
Q −1
|h [j]|2 ] : 0 ≤ q < Q }, of the
profiles, {E[|h [q]|2 ]/E[ j=0
channel A and channel B are given by {0.9981, 0.0019} and
{0.9410, 0.0573, 0, 0.0017}, respectively. Every path gain h [q]
of the channel is assumed to follow an independent complex
Gaussian distribution. We use a pair of Gold sequences with
length Lsync = 63 as synchronization sequences {sS [n]} and
{sR [n]}, since they have good autocorrelation and cross correlation properties [24]. For the channel estimation sequence
{CS [k]} of the source, we employ the same binary sequence
with length Nu = 52 as in the IEEE 802.11a standard [15].
The channel estimation sequence {CR [k]} of the relay is
constructed as explained in Section II-B. The periods of synchronization and channel estimation sequences are taken to be
Nsync = 8 and Nce = 2. We use the same pilot symbols as
in the IEEE 802.11a standard [15]. In (13), the noise power
estimate σ̂ 2 of the destination is assumed to be perfect, and the
target probability of false alarm Pf is set to 10−5 .
We compare the performance of the proposed CO-OFDM
system with that of two baseline systems without cooperation:
a single antenna (SA) OFDM system and an Alamouti coded
double antenna (DA) OFDM system, which we refer to as
SA-OFDM and DA-OFDM, respectively. The SA-OFDM and
DA-OFDM systems are the same as the CO-OFDM system
except that the SA-OFDM system employs one transmit antenna without relay, and the DA-OFDM system employs two
transmit antennas without relay. For the SA-OFDM and DAOFDM systems, we use a rate 1/3 convolutional code generated
by polynomials (1338 , 1658 , 1718 ). In both the listening and
cooperation phases of the CO-OFDM system, we use a rate
3/4 convolutional code, which is obtained by puncturing the 1/3
code. The puncturing pattern is [100100011], which means that
only the first, fourth, eight, and ninth bits among a block of nine
coded bits from the 1/3 code are transmitted. The header part is
always encoded using the rate 1/3 code for all three systems.
The interleaver size is chosen to be nrow = 16 and ncol = 12,
which corresponds to one space-time coding block. Quaternary
phase-shift keying is used as the data modulation scheme. It
is assumed that the listening phase consumes 1/3 of the total
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Fig. 4. Subcarrier allocation of the CO-OFDM system.

transmit power, and the source and relay transmit the same
power in the cooperation phase: PS = PR . Correspondingly,
the received Eb /N0 is defined as
Q

SD

2β1 + β2 PS
2
Eb /N0 =
E
|hSD [q]|
2β1 β2 σ 2
q=0

(42)

where β1 and β2 denote the code rate in the listening phase
and cooperation phase, respectively. The decoding depth of
the Viterbi decoder is fixed to 50 bits. With the parameters
in Table I and under the above assumptions, the transmission
rate of the CO-OFDM system is 2250 kb/s, and that of the SAOFDM and DA-OFDM systems is 2000 kb/s. The payload size
of each frame is fixed to 256 bytes. For this payload size, taking
all the overheads into account, the effective data rates reduce to
1572 kbps for the CO-OFDM system, and 1668 kbps for the
SA-OFDM and DA-OFDM systems.
We first evaluate the performance of the proposed timing
and frequency synchronization algorithms. In simulations, it is
assumed that the timing offset ζ between the source and relay is
an integer value uniformly distributed over [−3, 3] samples and
that the initial frequency error of each node is assumed to be
uniformly distributed over [−2.0, 2.0] ppm, which corresponds
to [−1.8, 1.8] kHz at the carrier frequency of 900 MHz.
The geometric gains are assumed to be GSR = GRD = 0 dB.
Fig. 5 shows the probability of overall timing detection in the
cooperation phase. We assume that timing synchronization is
successful if either the strongest path in the SD link or that
in the RD link has a timing error not greater than the length
of cyclic prefix. The figure shows that probability of timing
detection for fading channels is close to one, as long as the
received SNR is greater than 10 dB. For comparison purposes,
in Fig. 5, we provide a plot for channel B with the combining
window size K equal to 1. As expected, the use of the proposed
cross correlation combining scheme is shown to be useful in
increasing the detection probability.
Fig. 6 shows the sum of normalized residual frequency
errors after frequency synchronization, which is defined to be
|ε̄SD | + |ε̄RD | with ε̄SD and ε̄RD given in (26), when the
timing synchronization is correct. To show the effectiveness
of the second correction stage in (25), we also present the
sum of normalized residual frequency errors right after the
listening phase. The results confirm that the second correction
stage significantly decreases the residual frequency offset. Plots
associated with the geometric gain GSR = 0 dB and 10 dB
for channel B verify that the second correction stage is more
effective for higher GSR , as discussed in Section III-B.

Fig. 5. Probability of detection for timing synchronization in the cooperation
phase.

Fig. 6. Sum of normalized residual frequency errors after frequency
synchronization.

Fig. 7 shows the normalized mean square error (NMSE) of
the initial channel estimates in the cooperation phase, when
perfect synchronization is assumed, and GRD = 0 dB. The
NMSE in the cooperation phase is defined as
2 
2

  HSD [k] − ĤSD [k]   HRD [k]− ĤRD [k] 
∆
NMSE =
 +
.

 


HSD [k]
HRD [k]
k∈IIu

(43)
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Fig. 7.

NMSE of initial channel estimates in the cooperation phase.

Fig. 8. FER performance under the assumptions of perfect synchronization
and channel estimation.

For all channels, the log of the NMSE is found to decrease
almost linearly with the SNR. The linear and cubic interpolation
functions for (32) are shown to provide indistinguishable
performance.
In Fig. 8, the overall frame-error-rate (FER) performance of
the CO-OFDM system is compared with that of SA-OFDM
and DA-OFDM systems under idealistic assumptions of perfect
synchronization with zero timing offset and zero frequency
offsets, and perfect channel estimation. The geometric gains are
assumed to be GSR = 10 dB and GRD = 0 dB. As expected,
the CO-OFDM system is shown to provide significant performance improvement over the SA-OFDM system, particularly at
high Eb /N0 . In particular, from the slopes of the FER curves,
we notice that the CO-OFDM system achieves a diversity order
comparable to that of the DA-OFDM system. The discrepancy
between the CO-OFDM and DA-OFDM systems is due to
energy consumption in the listening phase and higher rate
error correction coding for the CO-OFDM system. The smaller
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Fig. 9. FER performance with the proposed synchronization and channel
estimation algorithms.

performance improvement from SA-OFDM to CO-OFDM in
channel B compared to in channel A is because channel B
has the higher frequency diversity to start with. This suggests
that spatial diversity due to cooperation is more effective for an
adverse environment with severe fading.
Fig. 9 shows the FER performance, when the proposed
synchronization and channel estimation algorithms are adopted.
The geometric gains are assumed to be the same as in Fig. 8.
It is assumed that the timing offset ζ is an integer value
uniformly distributed over [−3, 3] samples and that the initial
frequency error of each node is uniformly distributed over
[−2.0, 2.0] ppm, as in Figs. 5 and 6. Linear interpolation is
used for the initial channel estimation in the cooperation phase.
We can still observe significant performance improvement of
the CO-OFDM system over the SA-OFDM system. At a target
FER of 10−2 , for example, the energy gain of the CO-OFDM
system over the SA-OFDM system is found to be as much as
6.7 dB for channel A and 2.5 dB for channel B. Fig. 10
shows the separate effect of synchronization and channel estimation on the overall performance of the CO-OFDM system in
channel A. The figure shows that the impact of synchronization
error is more significant than that of initial channel estimation
error. This is partly because the residual frequency offset affects
the phase tracking of channel estimates, even though the initial
channel estimates are perfect.
The effects of geometric gains on the FER performance
of the CO-OFDM system in channel A are illustrated in Fig. 11.
The other simulation conditions are the same as Fig. 9. Note that
the larger geometric gain GSR leads to the higher probability of
successful decoding at the relay in the listening phase, resulting
in a higher chance of cooperation. Numerical results in Fig. 11
show that GSR = 10 dB is large enough to achieve the most of
the cooperative diversity gain with negligible loss compared to
the case of larger GSR . On the other hand, the geometric gain
GRD has a direct influence on the total received signal power
in the cooperation phase. This explains why the performance
improves continuously with GRD in Fig. 11.
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